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CHASE ARRIVED HOME that evening looking forward to the start of training camp, but all thoughts
of basketball and the upcoming season were quickly replaced when his nostrils caught a whiff of
Tia’s cooking. Loud and obnoxious noises erupted from his hungry belly.
“It smells very good in here,” Chase said, inhaling deeply, entering the kitchen.
“Hey you.” Tia turned away from the stove and puckered her lips for a quick peck from his
distinctively full ones.
“Hey yourself.” Chase leaned down, more than happy to oblige. “What smells so good?” He
stepped behind her and wrapped his arms around her waist.
“Dinner,” Tia answered, playfully. She continued rearranging dinner rolls on the non-stick
baking sheet.
“And what’s for dinner, besides rolls?”
“Food.”
“Ha. You trying to be funny or going for sarcastic? Which is it?” Chase kissed the nape of her
neck.
“Trying for smart ass,” Tia smiled, patting his forearm. She brushed some melted butter over the
top of the rolls.
“Well, you know what I think about your ass,” he said, biting his bottom lip as she elbowed him
in the ribs, “and I wouldn’t necessarily categorize it as smart. Luscious, round, and bouncy, but
definitely not smart.” Chase smiled as Tia wiggled herself in his arms trying to break free from his
embrace.
“You know you need to get off me, right?” Tia laughed.
Chase laughed, too. “So how was work?” He released Tia and walked over to the kitchen sink to
wash his hands.
Done with the rolls, she placed them in the oven, set the timer and turned her attention to
cutting up and combining the ingredients for their salad of artichoke hearts, roasted red peppers, and
grilled eggplant. “We’re close to both parties coming to some kind of consensus on this health care
reform issue and I’m loving the debates and arguments from both sides … when they make sense, of
course,” she answered, topping the salad with goat cheese. “There are still some folks I can’t tolerate,
but we’re getting closer and for that I’m excited.”
“Good, glad to hear it. But you know it feels like I don’t get to spend much time with you in the
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evenings anymore.” Chase exaggerated his well-rehearsed and often used sad face, walking over to
the cabinets to take down two dinner and salad plates. “You come home, grab a quick bite to eat and
then you’re off to study. So this is a nice change.”
“I know.” She walked over and rubbed his lower back. “Work’s been crazy and studying for the
bar is kicking my ass. Valerie and Michelle are constantly peppering me with questions all day,
random questions on cases I should know inside and out, about injunctions and judicial rulings and
reverse decisions. It’s like they think I’m taking the bar next week instead of in six months. It’s
insane, but lest we forget, this is almost over.”
“Thank God. Let’s go back to Jamaica,” he said, setting the dishes and silverware on the linen
placemats Tia laid out on the dining room table.
“Ha. Let’s go! My bags are packed.”
“You think I’m joking. I’m very serious.”
“I know you are, but don’t forget we have the Vineyard in less than two weeks. I’m so looking
forward to no work and not thinking about anything pertaining to law.”
“I get why they let you take all these breaks.” He walked past her, getting two wine glasses from
the cabinet. “You would be toast by now if you didn’t. Burnt to a damn crisp.”
“Ain’t that the God’s honest truth,” Tia agreed, turning off the stove and removing the golden
brown buttered rolls. “Now how about you pour me a glass of wine to take the edge off?”
“Great … now my fiancée is turning into a lush.” Chase laughed and braced himself when Tia
playfully shoved him.
“One glass of wine does not a lush make.”
Chase poured her some of the full-bodied Zinfandel, a gift from Derrick and Megan when Chase
moved in. “Babe, what do you think about us hosting Thanksgiving this year? You know, do all the
cooking and stuff.”
He turned and handed her the glass. “Sounds good. Who are we inviting?”
“The usual suspects. Meg and D. Steph and Pete.” She paused briefly before adding, “Ella and
Tony.”
Chase leaned back on the island, thinking. Sipping his wine, he rested his other hand on the
granite countertop behind him. “It would be nice for Tony and Gab to finally meet the crazies before
the wedding.”
“I know,” Tia said, putting her dish of stuffed boneless chicken breasts and glass of wine on the
dining room table. “Meg and Ella seem to have bonded nicely over a few tasks Meg needed her help
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with. So for them to finally meet would be nice.”
“I can see Tony now.” Chase shook his head as he followed Tia into the dining room with salad
and wine in tow, envisioning the meeting between Derrick, Peter and Tony. “This will definitely
make for an interesting Thanksgiving.”
“Interesting? Nice choice of words, Daniels.”
“So, did you want me to call Tony or what?”
“Sure, you call,” Tia answered, heading back into the kitchen. “As a matter of fact you can call D
and Pete, too.”
“I like how you wrestle me into doing the inviting.”
“How did I wrestle you exactly when I never laid a hand, finger or any other body part on you?”
Tia chuckled, grabbing the wild rice and transferring it from the pot to a ceramic dish.
He grinned seductively, imagining Tia and her body parts wrestling him into submission. “Your
usual way.”
Chase stood beside the table holding out her chair, waiting for Tia to sit down before taking his
seat. They began piling food on their plates.
“Which is? Elaborate please.”
“Oh, just you being you,” Chase said with a crooked smile. “You ease your request into the
middle of a conversation and as usual I have a difficult time saying no.”
“That’s not wrestling, love. Call it what it is,” Tia said, sipping her wine. “It’s a gift.”
“Ha! I see you’re funny tonight! I must say your sense of humor is much improved and for that,
I take all the credit.” Chase laughed and shifted out of her way when she leaned over to swat at him.
They ate and chatted about the events of their day, making sure they took care of their need to
be heard and listened to.
After packing the dishwasher, Chase went down to the media room to watch a bit of television,
leaving Tia to finish wiping down the kitchen counters and put away the leftovers. Before running
upstairs to shower and get a little studying in, Tia entered the media room with a legal-size manila
folder in hand.
“Babe, when you get a minute, please read and sign this.” She dropped the folder in the chair
beside him before glancing up to see what he was watching.
“Stay for a minute? Or two? Or sixty?” Chase patted his lap, inviting Tia to have a seat.
“Sorry, I can’t. Much longer day tomorrow … more health care reform meetings before the joint
session of Congress.”
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“I know I just said this upstairs but I’m going to say it again. I really hate not spending any time
with you when you get home.” Chase trained his eyes on the screen, watching as the sports ticker
highlighted the scores from the MLB. Yankees won again.
“I know. You tell me every night, babe.” She planted a kiss on the top of his head before
heading back upstairs. “Focus on the positive,” she yelled, taking the stairs two at a time. “Martha’s
Vineyard in two weeks.”

ABOUT TWO HOURS later, Chase took the stairs to their bedroom three at a time, seething from the
document he had just read. He didn’t believe it, wouldn’t believe it. Clearly this was some sort of
sick, twisted joke; one that he didn’t find particularly funny. He was, however, about to bust a gut,
but the gut busting wouldn’t come from laughter.
“Tia, what is this?” he asked, nearly shouting. He flicked on the bedroom light and held up the
legal document, minus the manila folder.
His thunderous voice yanked Tia out of her sleep and had her shifting in bed, shielding her eyes
from the bright recessed lights. She mumbled her frustration as she moved to sit up.
Chase stormed across the room. His face contorted in anger, he flung the document on the
covers. “What is that?” he asked again, pointing at the bound pages, unable to keep the anger out of
his voice.
Not yet fully awake, Tia wasn’t mindful of his tone, and blinked rapidly, “Chase, I was sleeping.
What is it?” She rubbed her eyes and breathed in deeply.
“You’re not going back to sleep until we discuss that!” He pointed at the document near the foot
of the bed and viewed it with contempt.
Her gaze drifted down to the legal document she had handed him earlier and she reached over to
pick it up, placing it on her nightstand. She squinted up at him, still sheltering her eyes from the light
and clearly frustrated he had interrupted her sleep over this. “Can we talk about this tomorrow?” she
yawned, extremely tired and ready to resume her period of nighttime rejuvenation.
“No, we can’t!” His bass voice rang throughout the upper level of their townhome. He paced the
length of the bedroom. “Wha-what …,” he sputtered, trying to wrap his brain around what he’d just
read, “what possessed you to give me a prenuptial agreement?”
“Chase, seriously? You cannot be upset about that prenup. Did you even read it?”
“Hell yeah, I’m serious!” he shouted over her. “Forget upset, Tia.” He raked his hands through
his hair. “I’m beyond pissed with you right now!” His body trembled in anger. Chase tried to settle
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himself with multiple deep breaths, but to no avail. The veins in his arms, hands, neck and face were
so pronounced they appeared as if they were seconds from rupturing. The fury in his eyes carried the
intensity of his anger, leaving Tia confounded.
“Why?” Tia asked, fully awake now and completely affronted by his rage. “What are you so angry
about?”
“Haven’t you heard one word I’ve ever said to you? Not one word?” He lowered his voice a
fraction, crossing the room to kneel beside her.
“What are you talking about, Daniels?” Tia asked, losing patience with him. “The prenup ensures
that in the event of a divorce you have no financial obligations or ties to me.”
“Are you serious? Let me start by asking that. This is a joke, right?” Chase laughed, but it wasn’t
a laugh tinged with humor or reflecting something funny or even remotely entertaining. This was a
laugh of disbelief, the kind you express when you’re on the fringes of numbness, flirting with
hysteria.
“I don’t understand what you’re so upset about,” Tia said, genuinely perplexed.
“You don’t understand?” Chase shook his head in amazement. He searched her eyes finding the
truth of her words reflected there. “No, I suppose you don’t,” he said after a few silent seconds.
“Goodnight.”
“Goodnight?”
Tia was pissed now. He woke her up for what? To huff and puff over a prenuptial agreement
that virtually said she wasn’t marrying him for his money and that in the event the marriage dissolved
for any unforeseen reason, she didn’t want a dime of his money to maintain her lifestyle. It also
stated any property purchased after they were legally wed would be divvied up fifty-fifty. In the event
one person wanted to keep said property, they had the right to negotiate terms for its monetary
equivalent. And one other item, in the event they had children, his responsibility was to them, not
her. That’s it, nothing more. Where’s the problem? She wasn’t marrying him for his money and the
prenuptial agreement clearly spelled that out.
Tia believed by presenting Chase with a prenup that summed up those sentiments, he would be
happy. But happiness wasn’t the emotion jumping off of Chase. In fact, it was quite the opposite.
Chase was halfway downstairs when he yelled up to Tia. “I’m not signing it! And this is the end
of that conversation! Don’t ask me about it again!”
Scrunching her eyebrows, Tia yelled back. “What? Why?” She clambered out of bed and made
her way downstairs minus her warm and fuzzy slippers. The coolness of the wood stairs and floors
made her move at a quicker pace.
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Chase was already in the media room when Tia caught up to him. Sitting down in his seat, he
glanced up at Tia in her grape colored sleep tee and shook his head before redirecting his gaze to the
screen. No lovey-dovey feelings were expressed in his features when he looked at her; in fact his
countenance bordered on disgust.
“Seriously, Chase, what’s with the attitude?” Tia asked, hands facing upward by her side. “And
just what are you so mad about? You’ve haven’t answered that question.”
Instead of answering, Chase turned the volume up to deafening levels to drown out the sound of
her voice, stared at the TV and ignored her.
“Oh, so because you don’t want to talk about it anymore, it’s done? The conversation is over?
Well, I don’t think so!” Tia yelled over the sportscaster who was summing up the events of the day.
How many fucking times can you say the same thing and evaluate the same games? They won … Period!
Chase continued to ignore her.
She considered standing in his line of sight, but thought better of it. Instead, she bent down,
causing Chase to lean away from her. Tia spoke her next words softly, yet clearly, directly into his
right ear. “If you do not sign the prenuptial agreement, we are not getting married.”
That comment got a reaction from Chase. He inhaled sharply through his nostrils, clicked off the
television, tossed the remote in the seat beside him, and pushed himself out of his seat, walking past
her to leave the media room. Tia followed, believing him moments from responding. Walking into
the kitchen, Chase grabbed his car keys from the basket. Tia watched in disbelief.
“Where do you think you’re going?” she asked, shaking off his silent rebuff by blocking his exit
through the garage.
Chase pivoted without looking at or answering her.
Tia ran past Chase, blocking his exit, or escape was more like it, via the front door. “What is the
problem? Talk to me!”
Whenever they were face-to-face, they never walked away from the other in the midst of a
disagreement or an argument no matter how hot and furious the conversation got. That was not
them. They usually found a way to address the issue, resolve their differences and welcome the
harmonious feelings of love and acceptance back into their relationship.
They did, however, have many arguments over the phone and across great distances, but were
able to work those out, too. The difference was sometimes the working out process took a period of
a few days, not a few hours. In those circumstances, running away or failing to confront the
disagreement or argument was much easier since they weren’t face-to-face. They could simply hang
up, blocking them and the issue out, or at least they tried to. What Chase was doing now was an
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altogether different approach than the one they always used when dealing with difficult issues faceto-face.
“Why aren’t you talking to me?” Tia pleaded, reaching out to touch his hands. “I thought the
prenuptial would make you happy, not so damn angry. My intention was to show you that I don’t
want or need anything from you. That all I want from you is you!”
“Happy? You thought that giving me a prenuptial agreement would make me happy? How could
you possibly think that?” Chase finally spoke, but he still refused to look at her.
Tia believed his questions were rhetorical so she did not respond.
Chase shifted his weight from left to right and finally looked down at Tia, very much needing
something from her. His voice was cold and void of feeling when he spoke again. “Since you can’t
answer those questions … how about answering this one. Just what is it that you want or need from
me? WHAT? You’ve made it abundantly clear to me from day one of this relationship that you don’t
need or want me for shit. Oh, wait … you just said you want me. So I’m left to assume the only thing
you could possibly want or need from me is my dick. Yeah, must be that. That’s the draw. But
truthfully, Tia, you can always get a toy and call it a day.”
Tia flinched. She was startled by Chase’s harsh tone and crass choice of words. Did he really
think he was nothing to her? A piece of ass? A tool to be used for her pleasure? How did he manage
to totally misconstrue her intent behind the prenup? Since day one she never needed him? What
planet was he on? Or was he just trying to be hurtful? If he was, he truly did succeed.
With all those questions jockeying to be the first answered, all Tia managed to say was, “A toy?
Day one?” She rubbed her forehead, pressing and running her fingers up and down, slowly.
Chase peered past her to the front door. Anger being the only emotion reflected in his voice, he
said, “Excuse me.” He really needed to leave her presence because all he wanted to do at that
moment was shake some sense into her damn independent ass. The very quality he loved about her
was also one he despised.
“So what? You want to leave? You wake me up, yell at me, dismiss me, insult me and then you
want cut and run?” Tia wanted to end her statement by saying something equally hurtful to him. She
wanted to step aside and tell him to walk his ass out of her home and never return. Something kept
her from hurling those words at him.
“I’m not cutting and running,” Chase said, still avoiding eye contact with her. “Just need a
minute to process all of this because right now …,” he shrugged, “right now, I’m just confused.”
“So don’t leave.” She reached out and grabbed his forearms. “Stay and let’s talk about it.”
He shook his head as Tia pleaded with him to stay. In order for her to let him go, Chase was
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going to have to be honest; brutally so. He took in her expectant face, possibly seeing her for the first
time—the independent woman who didn’t take shit from any man and wanted things done the way
she envisaged or it was Game Over.
“Right now, I don’t want to talk to you. I don’t even want to look at you,” Chase said in a cold
voice with matching eyes.
She would not cry. She told herself she needed to be strong. Tia dropped her hands to her side
and fidgeted with the hem of her night tee. She chewed on the left side of her upper lip and rapidly
blinked her eyes, forcing her welling tears into submission. “This certainly has got to be a first,” she
said, rubbing her upper arms from the chill coming off of Chase.
He maneuvered around her and opened the door.
“Chase?” Tia called in a shaky voice a few seconds later as he headed around to the garage. In
that instant, she no longer cared if he saw her cry. She was hurt and saddened by their conversation
and his fiery comments. And truthfully, it hurt like hydrogen peroxide on mangled and mutilated
flesh to see him walk away. What she didn’t want was to erect any walls or façades or emergency
escape exits between them. She would be honest with her emotions even if they caused more pain
before she could experience the joy of smiling again.
He stopped, but did not turn to face her. From the way she said his name, Chase knew Tia was
crying. He squinted as tears forced their way up and out. What are you doing, man? Where are you going?
He looked down at the keys in his hand before closing his eyes and rubbing the bridge of his nose.
“Yes,” Chase sighed, emotionally drained, the word coming out like a hiss.
“Please don’t go,” Tia pleaded, walking up behind him and wrapping her arms around his waist.
“I don’t get why you’re so upset with me, but we can talk about it and I will try to see things the way
you do. Just don’t leave. Please.”
Chase knew several men who would leave, who had left and walked away from their women
even after they pleaded with them not to. At the time, he always questioned why his friends never
stayed. Why did they ignore their woman’s feelings and do what they wanted to do anyway? He bit
his bottom lip, finally understanding the desperate need to be alone to think, to mull over the
comments, words, raw emotions that were physically and emotionally hemorrhaging his brain.
Separation was a necessary respite, at times, and he finally grasped their perspective.
However, he was not raised to be that kind of man. If he really needed space or felt his emotions
getting the better of him, he would leave, but this was not that battle nor did it warrant him leaving.
Was he hot? Yes. Disgusted? Sure. Hurt? Absolutely. But what was he leaving for? What would
leaving accomplish in this instance, especially with Tia pleading for him not to? Would it change her
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mind about this prenuptial agreement issue? And furthermore, how would he feel if the shoe were on
the other foot and it were Tia who was on the verge of walking out the door to work out her anger
issues elsewhere even when he begged her to stay? Truth was, he’d been there a time or two and the
pain associated with the idea of her leaving him, even for a minute or an hour, was a painful one. He
remembered those feelings that made him want nothing more than keep her by his side and they
facilitated his decision.
“Let’s go back inside.” He turned and ushered Tia back into the townhouse and closed the front
door behind them. Although, he wasn’t physically leaving, it didn’t mean he was ready to talk. He
wasn’t. He’d find the space he needed inside their home. “Go get some rest,” he said, his eyes not as
cold and hard as before.
Tia hesitated, turning to head upstairs. She looked at the door than back at Chase.
“I’m not going anywhere, Tia. Go to bed,” Chase said, gently shoving her in the direction of the
staircase. “I’ll be up soon.”
“We’ll talk tomorrow or tonight?”
“Tomorrow.”
Instead of kissing her lips, he kissed her forehead and disappeared downstairs to the media
room.
It’s possible in our conversations and actions we may say or do things that reopen a wound of
insecurity in another, whether intended or not. Not every argument or disagreement can be fixed
with flowers, chocolate, apologetic words, nostalgia, kisses or sex. And just because you’re in love,
don’t expect love to be a cure-all. It isn’t. It doesn’t instantly usher in peace. It doesn’t promise a life
free from difficulty or strife. It doesn’t eliminate the possibility of pain and heartache. To fix it, you
must go deeper.
Love opens the door to opportunities for pruning and hence, more growth. Where there is
growth there’s always a need for pruning. And where there’s pruning expect more challenges and
more pain. While pruning and growth are painful processes to endure, the yield produced from this
necessary act is far greater and more abundant than without it. The outcome is often a more
rewarding and loving relationship.
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